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MOTIVATION
LHC-running well 

No strong evidence for new physics yet 

BSM physics may hide behind some non-conventional signatures 

We need to think about ways to make the best use of this large multi-purpose/all-
purpose high energy experiment



THINKING OUTSIDE THE BEAMPIPE
Most LHC signatures are prompt 
—particles decay at the beampiple 
Most of our collider signature tools are 
developed under this assumption, 
including our jet definitions, MET 
definitions, particle flow algorithms, 
etc. 

However, there are another series of 
well-motivated signatures not 
captured in normal searches—
displaced decays.

CMS Displaced 
dijet event 
display.

Jets?

Tracks not through the origin



THINKING OUTSIDE THE BEAMPIPE
Most LHC signatures are prompt 
—particles decay at the beampiple 
Most of our collider signature tools are 
developed under this assumption, 
including our jet definitions, MET 
definitions, particle flow algorithms, 
etc. 

However, there are another series of 
well-motivated signatures not 
captured in normal searches—
displaced decays. 

Displaced decay are particles with 
lifetime long enough to travel a 
certain distance within/though the 
detector before decaying. 

CMS Displaced 
dijet event 
display.

Jets?

Tracks not through the origin

Detector not designed for displaced 
signatures. 
Need to re-configure the trigger, events 
reconstruction etc to capture these 
signatures.



J. Antonelli      EXO Higgs meeting, Nov 7

Many public 7/8 TeV searches (and two at 13 TeV)

6

Final state targeted 7 TeV 8 TeV 13 TeV
1 displaced e-e/μ-μ pairs 1211.2472 1411.6977

2 displaced μ-μ pairs in muon system 2005761
3 displaced e-μ events 1409.4789 2205146
4 displaced μ-μ pairs (dark photons) 1506.00424
5 displaced photons using ECAL timing 1212.1838 2063495
6 displaced photons using conversions 1207.0627 2019862

7 displaced vertices 2160356
8 displaced dijets 1411.6530
9 short, highly ionizing disappearing tracks thesis

10 disappearing tracks 1411.6006

11 kinked tracks thesis
12 fractionally charged particles 1210.2311 1305.0491

13 heavy stable charged particles (HSCP) 1205.0272 1305.0491 2114818 (2015)
2205281 (2016)

14 stopped particles 1207.0106 1501.05603
15 out of time muons thesis

Other than HSCP, 
analyses are 

relatively “immature” 

Still working through 
“lowest-hanging 

fruit” 

Small analysis 
groups - teams can 

evaporate easily 

Many 13 results in 
the pipeline - 

updates and new 
searches! 

Roughly 3% of CMS 
papers



HOW DO THE SEARCH LOOK LIKE
Example of displaced dijet search at CMS



DISPLACED VERTEX	

• Search for a vertex in the 
tracker that is not aligned 
with beam axis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

pp

Primary Vertex

Secondary Vertex

slides from Eric Kuflik’s talk at Higgs Exotic Decays meeting 2016



DISPLACED VERTEX	

pp

Primary Vertex

Secondary Vertex

impact	
parameter

Lxy

• Search for a vertex in the 
tracker that is not aligned 
with beam axis	

• Sensitive to  
Lxy ~ 50 cm 
IP ~ 0.5 mm to 30 cm	

• No Level 1 triggers  
 
Triggers require other 
hard objects



DISPLACED VERTEX	
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• Backgrounds:	

• Crossing tracks 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DISPLACED VERTEX	

• Search for a vertex in the 
tracker that is not aligned 
with beam axis	

• Backgrounds:	

• Crossing tracks	

• Interactions with detector 
material	

• b-jets (cτ ~ 0.5 mm)

pp

Primary Vertex

Secondary Vertex

b



CMS DISPLACED DIJET	

pp

Primary Vertex

jet

jet

• Search for 2 displaced jets 
with pT > 60 GeV  
(Leptons also counted as jets)	

• Important cuts	
• HT > 350 GeV (trigger)	
• mDV > 4 GeV (no b’s)	
• Ntracks > 4, 5	
• At most one prompt (IP 

<0.5 mm) track per jet 	
• Dijet consistent with DV

Search for long-lived neutral particles decaying to quark-
antiquark pairs in proton-proton collisions at sqrt(s) = 8 TeV

Secondary Vertex



SUSY and Displacement
• R-Parity Violation

– final-stage decay controlled by B/L-violating couplings, 
favored small by precision tests & cosmology                     
(displaced when RPV Yukawas < O(10-7))

• Gauge mediation
– final-stage decay controlled by Goldstino coupling (displaced 

when sqrt(F) > O(100 TeV))

• Mini-split spectrum
– gluino forced to decay through very heavy off-shell squarks 

(displaced when m(q) > O(1000 TeV))

• Wino co-LSP’s (e.g., anomaly mediation)
– m±−m0 ≈ m(π)
– O(10 cm) long “disappearing track”
– well-covered experimentally!

~

* Plus many other non-minimal models
   (stealth SUSY, etc)

b-quark analyzing power is fL − f0 ≃ −0.40. neutrino is some complicated mess (can

I simplify it?). softer jet is also some complicated mess. and we discover here that ideal

analyzing power is roughly βW in top-frame. note that Jezabek lists formulas for all cases.

discussion concentrating on how the phase space factorizes, what constitutes an “ideal”

observable, etc.

comparisons of a few different approaches, including an explanation of N-P ideal discrim-

inators versus our naive analyzing powers (also asymmetries vs full shapes).

mention that we have to assume SM decays, though this is still under investigation with

the huge LHC data sets.

III. REALISTIC EXAMPLES

run a few different models. maybe try out particle-level N-subjettiness without pileup or

UE. though I guess I have to use CMS or Hopkins... anyway, this is just an illustration.

examples: 3 TeV top resonances, pair of 1.0 TeV stops (or maybe some other mass with

sensible production rate).

CP violation? has it been considered before with jets? this could be interesting and

powerful....can scan for CP over exact top production phase space.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

NLO calculation would be nice, as usual.

cτGMSB ∼ 0.1mm

!
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Acknowledgments

BT thanks Joe Boudreau for a conversation that inspired this work. BT was supported

by XXXXXXXX.
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though again depending in detail on the squark mass spectrum, as well as on the gaugino

mass spectrum. For our initial study here, we simply assume 100% 3-body branching fraction

g̃ ⇤ qq̄B̃ for q = udcs. The only free parameters are then the gluino and neutralino masses,

as well as the gluino lifetime set by the squark mass scale [6],

c� ⇥ 10�5 m
� mq̄

PeV

⇥4
⇤
TeV

mḡ

⌅5

. (2)

We reserve a more general survey of displaced mini-split phenomenology for future work.

Fig. 10 shows our results, choosing either mB̃ = 0 or mB̃ = mg̃ � 100 GeV. We find once

again that, amongst explicit displaced decay searches, CMS displaced dijets o�ers superior

sensitivity. For the light neutralino case, exclusions extend out as far as 1400 GeV, and for

the heavy neutralino out to 800 GeV. The dedicated mini-split gluino searches, based on

stopped R-hadron decays [16, 24] and ATLAS’s recasts of prompt searches [10],15 do not

tend to be competitive with this search combined with the HSCP searches. Interestingly,

the ATLAS muon chamber and low-EM jets searches, which have tended to give universally

weaker coverage, potentially o�er more stable sensitivity as the visible activity gets squeezed

out when mB̃ ⌅ mg̃. This owes largely to their focus on lower-mass signatures, which

for compressed SUSY spectra becomes a major virtue. However, the overlap with HSCP

coverage remains substantial.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The initial 7 and 8 TeV runs of the LHC have launched an impressive exploration of the

vast parameter space of the MSSM and its extensions, yielding the most sensitive searches

to date and in many cases already probing up to TeV mass scales. In this paper, we

have sought to initiate a systematic extension of this program into the similarly vast realm

of SUSY with non-prompt final-stage decays, as occur in a number of common and well-

motivated scenarios within the MSSM such as R-parity violation, gauge mediation, and

mini-split spectra. This has been accomplished by recasting seven existing searches for

stable charged particles and highly displaced decays, and combining these with prompt

searches. Our present survey has focused mainly on signals containing a sizable fraction of

hadronic decays, including “natural” spectra with light stops and Higgsinos. The overarching

conclusion is that, while very few long-lived particle searches are explicitly designed to be

sensitive to these signals, the extremely low backgrounds and reasonably high acceptances

15 The ATLAS recasts in [10] assume a model with 50% branching fractions into qq̄�0 and g�0, respectively.

Since our models here are pure qq̄�0, rigorous interpretation of the limits would require yet another layer

of recasting. We do no attempt this, but use the ATLAS results only to indicate an approximate model

reach.

32



Loose Organizing Principles 
for Our First-Pass Survey

• Hadronic final states
– can be difficult when decays are prompt
– explicit displaced limits are limited (esp BRPV)
– colored sparticles have big cross sections

• Naturalness
– lightest sparticle tends to be stop or Higgsinos
– gluino also can’t be too heavy

• Simplified spectra
– only one or two new particles
– no long decay chains
– minimize # parameters
– conservative total rates



A EXAMPLE OF DISPLACED DIJET
q

q q

q

LSP

g

q

LSP

standard 2j 2j + MET

showered 

1j + MET

q

q

3j
q



Some of the Models We Studied
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q
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q*~

qq
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BRPV stop BRPV gluino

Mini-split gluino

g~ G~

g
GMSB gluino

t~ G~

t(*)
GMSB stop

GMSB Higgsino

H±~ H01
~

Z or H

G~

soft W*

(prompt) (displaced)



The Searches that We Recast

• CMS displaced dijets (tracker)
• ATLAS low-EM jets (HCAL)
• ATLAS muon spectrometer vertices
• CMS charged stable particles

• CMS displaced dileptons
• CMS displaced electron & muon
• ATLAS displaced muon + tracks

Applied to all models

Applied to models with leptonic decays

(7 TeV, 2 fb-1)

* For ATLAS displaced vertex+(l/j/MET) and lots more models,
see Csaki, et al (1505.00784)



• CMS displaced dijets (tracker) 
• ATLAS low-EM jets (HCAL) 
• ATLAS muon spectrometer 

vertices* 
• CMS charged stable particles

• CMS displaced dileptons 
• CMS displaced electron & muon 
• ATLAS displaced muon + tracks 

Applied to all models

Applied to models  
with leptonic decays

** All via direct pair-production

OVERVIEW OF OUR STUDY

* 7 TeV, 2 fb-1
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• CMS displaced dijets (tracker) 
• ATLAS low-EM jets (HCAL) 
• ATLAS muon spectrometer 

vertices* 
• CMS charged stable particles

• CMS displaced dileptons 
• CMS displaced electron & muon 
• ATLAS displaced muon + tracks 

Applied to all models

Applied to models  
with leptonic decays

* 7 TeV, 2 fb-1

Hadronic 

R-parity 
violation

gauge 

mediation

mini-split

** All via direct pair-production

OVERVIEW OF OUR STUDY

Our selection of signals covers a large range of 
displace decay topologies, including 1j+MET, 
2j+MET, 3j+MET, 2j, 3j, as well as heavy flavors, 
making it easy for theorists to estimate exclusions 
for their own models in concern.



DETECTOR SIMULATION AND 
RECASTING



Detector Simulation
Methodology

• Minimalistic
– basic geometry, no detector granularity or energy smearing
– perfect absorptive calorimeters
– tracking/vertexing efficiencies with simple linear falloff models in 

radius, z, impact parameter

• Try to reproduce all explicitly studied models
– employ constant fudge factors where necessary to mock up 

unreproducible reconstruction efficiencies
– a (by now well-known) lesson for experimentalists:  the broader 

the kinematic range of benchmarks tested, the better

• Even O(1) modeling errors can be acceptable
– rapid evolution of rates near limit boundaries
– but we try to do better where we can!



E.g., Tracking Efficiency at “CMS”
34 5 Track reconstruction performance

The CMS tracker is capable of reconstructing highly displaced tracks, such as pions from K0

decay, or particles produced in nuclear interactions and photon conversions. This is very use-
ful for studies of B physics, photon reconstruction, and for improving energy resolution for
particle-flow reconstruction [3]. This capability also makes it possible to search for signatures
of new phenomena, such as new long-lived particles that decay with displaced tracks. Re-
construction of displaced tracks is carried out in Iterations 3–5 of the 6-step iterative tracking
scheme described in Section 4. Charged particles originating outside the pixel detector can also
be reconstructed. The efficiency for reconstructing this kind of charged particle as a function of
the radius of its point of production is shown in Fig. 12 for tt events.
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Figure 12: Cumulative contributions to the overall tracking performance from the six iterations
in track reconstruction. The tracking efficiency for simulated tt events is shown as a function
of transverse distance (r) from the beam axis to the production point of each particle, for tracks
with pT > 0.9 GeV and |�| < 2.5, transverse (longitudinal) impact parameter <60 (30) cm. The
reconstructed tracks are required to pass the high-purity quality requirements.

5.1.3 Efficiency estimated from data

A “tag-and-probe” method [47, 48] allows an extraction of muon tracking efficiency directly
from decays of known resonances. For example, Z ⇥ µ+µ� candidates are reconstructed us-
ing pairs of oppositely charged muons identified in the muon chambers. Each Z candidate
must have one tag muon, meaning that it is reconstructed in both the tracker and muon cham-
bers, and one probe muon, meaning that it is reconstructed just in the muon chambers, with no
requirement on the tracker. The invariant mass of each µ+µ� candidate is required to be within
the 50–130 GeV range, around the 91 GeV mass of the Z boson [46].

For both data and simulated events, the tracking efficiency can be estimated as the fraction of
the probe muons in Z ⇥ µ+µ� events that can be associated with a track reconstructed in the
tracker. A correction must be made for the fact that some of the probe muons are not genuine.
This correction is obtained by fitting the dilepton mass spectrum in order to subtract the non-
resonant background, since only genuine dimuons will contribute to the resonant peak. This

1405.6569

our model

10 6 Systematic uncertainties affecting the signal

of their impact parameters. The results are compared with those obtained by embedding tracks
from simulated cosmic events in simulated pp collisions. The same procedure described at the
end of the preceding paragraph is applied, and leads us to conclude that the efficiency per can-
didate has an additional systematic uncertainty, related to the track reconstruction efficiency in
a high hit density environment, of 3.5%.

A third method [9] uses charged pions from K0
S decay to establish that the track reconstruc-

tion efficiency is simulated with a relative systematic uncertainty of 5%. Since this method
is mainly sensitive to the track reconstruction efficiency of low-pT hadrons in jets, it is used
only to provide additional reassurance that the displaced track reconstruction efficiency is well
modelled.

These methods do not explicitly measure the track reconstruction efficiency for electrons, where
an additional systematic uncertainty must be considered. Simulation studies indicate that the
track reconstruction efficiency for electrons is about 78% that of muons, where the difference
arises from the emission of bremsstrahlung. The material budget of the tracker is modelled in
simulation to an accuracy of <10% [24]. Since the amount of bremsstrahlung should be pro-
portional to the amount of material in the tracker, this implies a corresponding relative uncer-
tainty in the difference between the track reconstruction efficiencies for electrons and muons.
This leads to a bremsstrahlung-related relative uncertainty in the tracking efficiency for elec-
trons of 0.22 ⇥ 10%/(1 � 0.22) = 2.9%, where the denominator arises because this uncertainty
is measured relative to the tracking efficiency for electrons, not muons. The corresponding
systematic uncertainty for the dielectron candidates, which have two tracks, is twice as large,
namely 5.8%.
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Figure 3: Efficiency to find a track in the tracker, measured using cosmic ray muons recon-
structed in the muon detectors, as a function of the transverse (left) and longitudinal (right)
impact parameters (relative to the nominal interaction point of CMS). The efficiency is plotted
in bins of 2 cm width. For the left plot, the longitudinal impact parameter |z0| is required to
be less than 10 cm, and for the right plot, the transverse impact parameter |d0| must be less
than 4 cm. The bottom panels show the ratio of the efficiency in data to that in simulation. The
uncertainties in the simulation are smaller than the size of the markers and are not visible.

1411.6977

our model

×  linearly-falling inefficiency vs Lz (to 55 cm)



CMS Dijets Validation
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FIG. 2: A comparison of our detector simulation to the CMS displaced dijet analysis, illustrating

expected reconstructed dijet counts versus several discriminator variables (Fig. 1 of [33]). Con-

tinuous histograms indicate CMS predictions for QCD background (blue) and di�erent scalar /

pseudoscalar masses: 1000 GeV / 350 GeV with c⇥ = 35 cm (red), 400 GeV / 150 GeV with

c⇥ = 40 cm (green), and 200 GeV / 50 GeV with c⇥ = 20 cm (black); all with � � 10 µb for

visualization. Data points with error bars are our simulation predictions, and are color-matched

and normalized to the corresponding CMS model histogram. The multivariate discriminant cuts

for High-Lxy and Low-Lxy signal regions are also indicated.
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and normalized to the corresponding CMS model histogram. The multivariate discriminant cuts

for High-Lxy and Low-Lxy signal regions are also indicated.
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FIG. 1: A comparison of our detector simulation to the CMS displaced dijet analysis, illustrating

the ratio of individual displaced decay reconstruction rates to CMS for light quark decays (left)

and the ratio of ratios between b-quarks and light quarks (right). The 14 benchmark models

are labeled by scalar / pseudoscalar masses in GeV and by c� in cm. On the left plot, we show

our nominal simulation (black), our nominal simulation without the vertexing e�ciency factor

(pink), and our “zeroth-order” simulation with perfect tracking within the fiducial volume (red).

Error bars are monte carlo statistics from our simulations. Grey bands indicate CMS’s e�ciency

uncertainties.

the ECAL and HCAL faces. The ECAL face corresponds to a closed cylinder of radius 1.3 m

and half-length 3 m. The HCAL face corresponds to a closed cylinder of radius 1.8 m and

half-length 3.75 m. Charged particles that fail tracking due to the above ine⇥ciencies are

analytically propagated through the 3.8 T magnetic field to the appropriate calorimeter face:

ECAL for electrons, HCAL for charged hadrons (failed muon tracks are discarded). Photons

and neutral hadrons are propagated to the appropriate calorimeter face along straight lines.

Particles are absorbed at the calorimeter face, and replaced by anonymous massless pseu-

doparticles carrying the original particle energy, but with momentum oriented to toward the

impact point.10 For successfully reconstructed tracks, we use the momentum vector at their

extrapolated point of closest transverse approach to the beamline (where the 2D impact

parameter is defined). Track and calorimeter energy/momentum measurements are treated

as perfect, since the e�ects of energy smearing are subdominant to our other modeling un-

10 For photons and electrons produced from displaced vertices in between the ECAL and HCAL faces, the

energy is deposited without propagation, and the momentum vector pointed towards the vertex. Any

particle produced within the HCAL body is also absorbed in this way. For this purpose we assign an

outer HCAL surface of radius 2.8 m and half-length 5.5 m. Particles produced outside of this volume are

ignored.
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and the ratio of ratios between b-quarks and light quarks (right). The 14 benchmark models

are labeled by scalar / pseudoscalar masses in GeV and by c� in cm. On the left plot, we show

our nominal simulation (black), our nominal simulation without the vertexing e�ciency factor

(pink), and our “zeroth-order” simulation with perfect tracking within the fiducial volume (red).

Error bars are monte carlo statistics from our simulations. Grey bands indicate CMS’s e�ciency

uncertainties.
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extrapolated point of closest transverse approach to the beamline (where the 2D impact

parameter is defined). Track and calorimeter energy/momentum measurements are treated
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A TYPICAL EFFICIENCY MAP

Meade, Reece, Shih (2010)

Depend on lifetime, how is the 
particle being produced (How 
Lorentz  factor distributes), the 
decay distributes shape differently 
at different layers of the detector.

Efficiency map for RPV stop decays into light jet pairs 
in the CMS displaced dijet analysis.  
• Lines at increase of 100 GeV 
• Low mass suffers more for cuts on jet energy 
• High mass approaches constant efficiency shape 
• Low efficiency at low lifetime (cut to remove SM) 
• (Shift in peak due to Lorentz Factor)
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CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

ATLAS HCAL

b)  H ! h G  (GMSB)~ ~

ATLAS µ+tracksCMS e & µ

CMS dilepton

GMSB Higgsino ➞ H + Gravitino

* No prompt limits

(Insert traditional X+MET 
searches here)
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CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

ATLAS HCAL

H ! j j j  (RPV)~

RPV Higgsino ➞ 3q (Light Flavors)

* No prompt limits

(Insert traditional X+MET 
searches here)



RESULTS ON MINI-SPLIT SUSY



MINI-SPLIT GLUINO ➞ 2J + LSP

g~ q*~

q

EM-neutral 
LSP

q

Arkani-Hamed & Dimopoulos (2004) 
Arvanitaki, Craig,  Dimopoulos, Villadoro (2012) 

Arkani-Hamed, Gupta, Kaplan, Weiner, Zorawksi (2012)



MINI-SPLIT GLUINO ➞ 2J + LSP

 

• The dijet in the final 
boosts the efficiencies 
for displaced dijet 
searches. 

• The prompt jets+MET 
searches also covers 
a range of lifetime in 
the low mass, as 
fractions of long-lived 
particles decay 
promptly (boundary in 
dashed lines indicates 
possible 
extrapolation. 

FULL lifetime 
coverage up 
to >1 TeV!

This figure shows one extreme case with large mass splitting 
between the LSP and NLSP. How about a bit compressed?



MINI-SPLIT GLUINO ➞ 2J + LSP

In case of compressed spectra (right panel) 
• Most searches rely on visible SM particles greatly reduced due to energy 

cuts (necessary to cut away SM backgrounds from non-prompt decay 
and cosmic rays, etc) 

• Heavily charged stable particle search remains the same as no decays 
are required. 

• Different displaced search channels are more complementary, more 
important. 



SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK



• Major classes of well-motivated SUSY models exhibit 
displaced decays 

• RPV, GMSB, mini-split 
• broad range of possible particle spectra and decay 

topologies 
• only a handful covered by explicit searches 

• Existing displaced decay searches can be extremely 
powerful 

• “weird looking” ⇒ tiny backgrounds 
• non-SUSY searches cover lots of SUSY model space 

• Understanding the full LHC potential requires careful 
recastings for many models 

• map ranges/overlaps in coverage 
• identify gaps/ambiguities/opportunities 
• we have made some first steps in this direction

Summary
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Triggers + (soft) DV Matrix? 
(Any traditional trigger, mono-jet, MET, multijet, VBF, multi lepton, etc  
times  
long-lived signatures, displaced leptons, tracks, vertices, disappearing 
tracks, etc.)

New studies

1. Requiring two displaced vertices 
2. Each contains at least 4 tracks with 
PT > 1 GeV and transverse IP > 0.5. 
3. The distance between the 2 
vertices larger than 5 mm 
4. Exclude the region within 1 mm 
surround the beam pipe. 
5. MET > 200 GeV 

Achieve impressive limit already with 
old data.

Preliminary 
w H. An, A. Ridgway
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CMS Dijets Validation
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FIG. 2: A comparison of our detector simulation to the CMS displaced dijet analysis, illustrating

expected reconstructed dijet counts versus several discriminator variables (Fig. 1 of [33]). Con-

tinuous histograms indicate CMS predictions for QCD background (blue) and di�erent scalar /

pseudoscalar masses: 1000 GeV / 350 GeV with c⇥ = 35 cm (red), 400 GeV / 150 GeV with

c⇥ = 40 cm (green), and 200 GeV / 50 GeV with c⇥ = 20 cm (black); all with � � 10 µb for

visualization. Data points with error bars are our simulation predictions, and are color-matched

and normalized to the corresponding CMS model histogram. The multivariate discriminant cuts

for High-Lxy and Low-Lxy signal regions are also indicated.
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and normalized to the corresponding CMS model histogram. The multivariate discriminant cuts
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c⇥ = 40 cm (green), and 200 GeV / 50 GeV with c⇥ = 20 cm (black); all with � � 10 µb for

visualization. Data points with error bars are our simulation predictions, and are color-matched

and normalized to the corresponding CMS model histogram. The multivariate discriminant cuts

for High-Lxy and Low-Lxy signal regions are also indicated.
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expected reconstructed dijet counts versus several discriminator variables (Fig. 1 of [33]). Con-

tinuous histograms indicate CMS predictions for QCD background (blue) and di�erent scalar /

pseudoscalar masses: 1000 GeV / 350 GeV with c⇥ = 35 cm (red), 400 GeV / 150 GeV with

c⇥ = 40 cm (green), and 200 GeV / 50 GeV with c⇥ = 20 cm (black); all with � � 10 µb for

visualization. Data points with error bars are our simulation predictions, and are color-matched

and normalized to the corresponding CMS model histogram. The multivariate discriminant cuts

for High-Lxy and Low-Lxy signal regions are also indicated.
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tinuous histograms indicate CMS predictions for QCD background (blue) and di�erent scalar /

pseudoscalar masses: 1000 GeV / 350 GeV with c⇥ = 35 cm (red), 400 GeV / 150 GeV with

c⇥ = 40 cm (green), and 200 GeV / 50 GeV with c⇥ = 20 cm (black); all with � � 10 µb for

visualization. Data points with error bars are our simulation predictions, and are color-matched

and normalized to the corresponding CMS model histogram. The multivariate discriminant cuts

for High-Lxy and Low-Lxy signal regions are also indicated.
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(Dominated by multiplicity variables)



CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

charged stable

charge-stripped

ATLAS HCAL

t ! b b  (DRPV)~ _ _

prompt paired
dijets

jet substructure
(projection)

ATLAS µ+tracks

dRPV Stop ➞ 2b

** Now covered
    by CMS



CMS dijet

ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

ATLAS HCAL

c)  H ! Z/h G,  large tan!  (GMSB)~ ~

ATLAS µ+tracksCMS e & µ

CMS dilepton

prompt Higgsino

GMSB Higgsino ➞ Z/h + Gravitino
Large tanβ Limit



ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

charged stable

charge-stripped

prompt jets + MET

ATLAS HCAL

b)  g ! q q B,  m(B) = m(g) ! 100 GeV  (mini-split)~ ~

CMS dijet

~ ~

ATLAS prompt

jets + MET recast

(approx)

Mini-Split Gluino ➞ 2j + LSP



ATLAS DV + muon/e/jets/MET

pp

• Search for displaced vertex 
with	
• Ntracks > 5	
• mDV > 10 GeV	

• Trigger/cut on associated 
object	
• muon,  pT > 55 GeV	
• electron,  pT > 125 GeV	
• MET > 180 GeV	
• Jets 4, 5 or 6, 

 pT > 65, 60, 55 GeV

Search for massive, long-lived particles using multitrack displaced vertices or 
displaced lepton pairs in pp collisions at sqrt(s) = 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector

jets / MET

μ/e

0.5 m
m

1.5 mm



An Example: BRPV Stop from
H -> aa -> Displaced Dijets

• ~50% chance to get neutral stop-hadron
• ~50% pass basic acceptance,  ~5% reco 

efficiency for cτ ~ 40 cm
• ×2 stops per event
• luminosity ~ 20,000 pb-1

• TOTAL:  30 * 0.5 * 0.5 * 0.05 * 2 * 20,000 = 
15,000 candidates

• 1 background event  ⇒  limit is ~4 candidates

^

Displaced Dijets Displaced Dileptons HSCP Stopped Gluinos/Stops

Displaced Dijets

I cds record public plots

I Search for heavy long-lived reasonances
decaying to jet pairs

I use a simple Hidden Valley signature:

H0 � 2X 0; X 0 � qq̄(udscb)

where X 0 is long-lived, neutral, spin-0 particle
decaying inside the tracker volume.

I no Standard Model background

I looking for pairs of jets with a common displaced
vertex

I background of displaced vertices from:
I nuclear interaction vertices
I randomly crossing tracks from different

proton-proton interactions
I KS and � decays

Independently of physical motivation it’s a very
clear signature for new physics!

CMS Long-Lived Exotica Group speaker: Andrzej Żurański

Long-Lived Searches at CMS 4/ 27

t~

CMS PAS EXO-12-038
1411.6350

~• m( t ) = 150  &  √s > 400   ⇒   σ ~ 30 pb via 
direct QCD pair production

t~

q

q

/

Motivated by Barry, Graham, Rajendran (1310.3853):
“there are important factors that obfuscate the the 

relative efficiency of this search”



RUN II - TRIGGERS
• New CMS dijet 

trigger. But new 4 x 
larger impact 
parameter than Run I	

• For most lifetimes, use 
prompt triggers	

• *Depends on 
backgrounds

4

Trigger Trigger Requirement
Displaced jet HT > 175 GeV or three jets with p

j1,2,3
T >

(92, 76, 64) GeV, |�j1,2,3 | < (5.2, 5.2, 2.6)
with |�j1 | or |�j2 | < 2.6, and two of the
three jets satisfying mjj > 500 GeV, and
�� > 3.0. A displaced jet satisfying pT >
40 GeV, at most 1 prompt track (2D IP <
2.0 mm) a, and at least 2 displaced tracks.

Inclusive VBF Two jets with |�j1,j2 | > 2, �j1 · �j2 < 0,
|�j1 � �j2 | > 3.6 and mj1,j2 > 1000 GeV.

VBF, h ⇤ bb̄ Three jets with p
j1,2,3
T > (112, 80, 56) GeV

and |�j1,2,3 | < (5.2, 5.2, 2.6) and at least
one of the two first jets with |�j1 | or |�j2 | <
2.6.

Isolated Lepton One lepton with pT > 25 GeV, |�| < 2.4,
and 3D IP < 1 mm. Isolation requires the
summed pT of all tracks with pT > 1 and
within �R < 0.2 of the lepton is less than
10% of the lepton pT .

Trackless jets A jet with pT > 40 GeV and |�| < 2.5
matched with a muon with pT > 10 GeV
within �R = 0.4. No tracks with pT > 0.8
GeV in the ID within a �⇥⇥�� region of
0.2⇥ 0.2.

TABLE I. Triggers for Run II which may be sensitive to
displaced Higgs decays.
a A previous version of this letter had incorrectly stated and used

the trigger requirement, 2D IP < 2.0 cm.

together with a requirement of reconstructing the orig-
inal Higgs mass and/or the ⇥v masses in the displaced
jets of the event, could be used to remove background
events. In what follows, we present the details of the
search strategies considered in this work.

Triggers

For Run I, triggers were a major limitation on plac-
ing constraints on O(cm) lifetimes. This situation may
significantly improve for Run II due to the possible im-
plementation of improved dedicated displaced triggers.
These allow for lower pT thresholds, giving better sen-
sitivity to Higgs events with displaced decays. Triggers
based on the production process of the Higgs, either VBF
or VH, do not strongly depend on the lifetime of the ⇥v

particles and may be useful for probing lifetimes which
are not picked up by displaced triggers. The five triggers
which have been considered in this study are detailed in
Table I.

CMS has several displaced triggers implemented for
Run II, including a dedicated displaced trigger with
thresholds designed to pick up Higgs events with dis-
placed jets, which we will refer to as the “displaced jet”
trigger. This trigger requires either large HT or three
jets with a VBF signature, along with a displaced jet
containing tracks with IP > 2 mm.

The full trigger requirements for this “displaced jet”
trigger are detailed in Table I. The trigger is e�cient for
all production processes of the Higgs, provided c⇤�v � 2
mm. For short lifetimes, this trigger’s e�ciency drops
since the displacement requirement is often no longer
satisfied. CMS has other dedicated displaced triggers
on their Run II trigger menu. The trigger with second
lowest thresholds requires two displaced jets with tracks
satisfying IP > 0.5 mm (analogous to the Run I triggers
used in [20]) at the cost of higher HT and jet pT require-
ments. A search with this trigger could be sensitive to
shorter lifetimes, however the search would be restricted
to events with boosted Higgs events, rendering it ine�-
cient for the signal considered in this study.

For short lifetimes of O(1 mm) or less, other non-
displaced triggers become more e�cient, and one must
consider other trigger options. VBF or lepton triggers
may be useful for a DV search in this scenario. One pos-
sibility is to search for a VBF signature, picking out two
jets with large invariant mass. This has been denoted as
the “Inclusive VBF” trigger in Table I. Another possibil-
ity is a trigger designed to pick up VBF production with
the Higgs decaying into a bb̄ pair. Such a trigger, which
requires three jets with varying pT and �, is denoted as
the “VBF, h� bb̄” trigger in Table I. Yet another possi-
bility is to trigger on prompt leptons from the leptonic
decay of W or Z in VH events or on displaced leptons
from the bb̄ meson decays. Such a trigger, with a low
lepton pT threshold, would likely require isolation cuts
under Run II conditions, giving a significant reduction in
ggF and VBF e�ciency for which the leptons typically
arise from bb̄ decays and are not isolated. As a conserva-
tive estimate for such a trigger we impose track isolation
cuts from [30] and impose a cut on the 3D IP of the
lepton as detailed in Table I.

ATLAS has implemented a trackless jets trigger [28]
which may be used to pick up decays occurring beyond
the pixel layers of the tracker (the outermost layer is
located at r = 10.2 cm). This trigger is denoted the
“trackless jet” trigger in Table I. Tracks originating be-
yond the pixel layer are not reconstructed by the level
two trigger. Decays occurring outside of the pixel layers
thus give a signature of a jet which is isolated from recon-
structed tracks. We find that this trigger is ine�cient for
reconstructing displaced vertices within the tracker. The
trigger preferentially selects events in which the displaced
decay is outside the pixel layers where track reconstruc-
tion e�ciencies are lower, making vertex reconstruction
more di�cult. For long lifetimes and for search strate-
gies which require a muon matched to a displaced jet, this
trigger is more competitive with a single dedicated dis-
placed jet trigger, but again preferentially selects longer
decay lengths.

By triggering on the production process without re-
quiring displaced tracks at the trigger level, the VBF and
lepton triggers are sensitive to all lifetimes. However,



TRIGGER EFFICIENCIES



LEPTONIC DECAYS



Displaced Leptons in Prompt Searches

Prompt lepton-based searches:
I Quality criteria drop displaced electrons

I Displaced muons veto events (cosmics)

I Vetoes range from 50 µm–1 mm

Prompt jets+E/T searches:
I Veto events with leptons

I Definition not always transparent

Very dangerous region!

pp ! ˜̀+ ˜̀� + X ! {displaced muons} + X
lives in a prompt search blind spot!

Displaced electrons and taus) reduced efficiency
Evans (UIUC) Displaced Leptons November 13, 2015 6 / 24



DISPLACED LEPTONS

J. Evans, J. Shelton, arXiv:1601.01326



Recaster’s Wishlist
• More varied test models for calibration

– higher/lower masses
– different topologies
– neutral & charged

• More details on detector efficiencies over broad ranges of 
kinematics, esp. tracking/vertexing
– isolated tracks vs (η,r,z,IP)
– transparent/parametrized vertexing criteria
– fate of “exploding tracks”?

• Some “standard” detector/analysis emulation strategy?
– but effective # of dials grows rapidly, often several new ones for each 

new analysis
– is one experimentally-vetted toy detector per analysis too labor-

intensive? (e.g., CMS HSCP recast map: PAS EXO-13-006)



Some Lessons
• Displaced SUSY is difficult to hide

– non-dedicated displaced searches usually beat dedicated prompt 
searches in mass reach

– strong complementarity across prompt/displaced/stable searches
– “zero to infinity” lifetime coverage in many cases
– when hadronic decays are active, CMS displaced dijets and ATLAS 

DV+X usually win

• Weak points at cτ ~ m and cτ ~ mm
– ATLAS CAL/muon searches suffer multiple penalties: coincidence 

requirement, timing issues, strict isolation criteria, MET veto
– more b-tag recasts might cover some space at low lifetime
– prompt search reach is probably broader than we show

• Inner tracker seems to be the most sensitive instrument
– small volume, but tons of detailed information for crafting cuts
– still, more aggressive searches with CALs & MS seem possible



Comments on Model Space
• It’s big

– as elsewhere, facilitating recasting seems mandatory
– RPV in particular has O(b’gillion) parameters even in simplified spectra
– we’ve just scratched the surface here (with lots of personal bias)

• Natural+displaced options generally in bad shape
– possible escape hatches: prompt-ish BRPV stop at > 350 GeV, really 

short/long-lived Higgsinos (could still be seen in heavier sparticle 
prompt decays), decay modes very different from what we’ve shown, 
not-so-simplified spectra, .....

• Mini-split gluino is probably above a TeV
• GMSB simplified models have finite options

– sleptons (staus): amenable to track-stub searches, di- displaced 
leptons; need/benefit from explicit “kinked track” search? displaced τ-
jets?

– Wino: neutral NLSP gives displaced Z/γ, charged NLSP (non-generic) 
gives displaced W’s; both easy to see


